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LEGISLATORS' IMAGES OF MASS MpDIA

NEWS REPORi.ING PERFORMANCE

Journalists covering state government often take the opportunity to

1
criticize the efforts of politfcians--- in commentarieS-, columns, 'and iu the

objective reporting that they produce each,day. Certainly those gove'rnment

officials at the staiOlevel, estimated by some to,be the least salient level. of

government to the public than other levels, 1
have opinions about the quality of

work of the media in covering these sources. A recent study by the staff of

Michigan Gov. William G. Millikan, released by the National Governor's

Asapciatipn in Washington, illusfrates this. This report,..reflecting the opinions
4

of 48 governora., stated the media did a "B" job in coverin their various

states.
2

If, as we are led to believe by these gdvernors in thia study as well as

similar studies, the media are not doing the best possible jOb according to those

the media.cover, what are the images public officials hold toward news repor,ting

formance? Whether A is covering the chief executive, the legislature, or even

di tit' supreme court,

railer typical accou

-'vff-press lore is'o be credited, covering a legislatiVe
session at the statehouse is roughly akin to covering a baseball
team on a long road triP. With everyone uprooted for weeks 'or,

months, customary divisions (between newsmen and newsmakers...)
dissolve. The heavy boozers find the heavy boozers, the
storytellers frn& the Storytellers, the §amblers Set up tables,
and the straight arrows quiver together.

It is clearly not an easy job and,'from the research literature, we know

h 'ob is not an easy one. Whitehead and Ziff provide this

much more about the news media's perceptions of sources and media behavior in

. general in-covering government. Textbooks on reporting, for example, focus onh '

I

howtodoit rather than understanding sources,and source perceptions of mediaI

4
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purpose and performance. Researchers/have studied the major daily newspapers,

the news magazines, and the televi Lon and radio networks. And they have

,
concentrated on the public's react/ Ions to coverage, impressions regarding

. performance, and such similar Matters. Little recent scholarly concern has been

given'to state government and news media performance in covering state

government. Furthermore, 'research tends to focus on public perceptions of media

performance and not on the perceptins of the primary sources of state

government news--- public ofticials in the executive, legislative, and judicial

branches. While the goVernor and supreme court of a given state are'important

'news sources and the governor is the leading indivicatal news source in the

state, certainly the single largest group of sources in influential positions

is the state legislature.iSome political scientists believe these

representatives are the state's ambudkmen, reaching into the hinterlands.
4

The

legislature, therefore, is an important group of news soUrces and e en more

important as appropriate evaluators of the performance of the news me la

coverage of state government.

The body of literature that concerns itself with news media performance in

,,covering state governde eii.growing. Dunn, for example, demonstrated'the

relationship of tfie public official and ,the news media in listing the major

components of the public official-reporter communication dyad. Each component,

Dunn concluded, one*ach side of the dyad, must be interrelated with all

components on both sides:Of the relationship. For ,political reporters, Dunn's

five components are: (1) role views, (,i)!defining news; (3) gathering news in

terms of routines and intiraction with officials, (4),selecting news, and (5)
w.

writing news. On the other'side of the source's desk, the four compodents for

1

public officials are: (1) views toward the press, (2):,exposure to the press, (3)
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receiving communication, and (4) transmitting communication.iechniques and

purposes.
5

This study focuses on one component frotp Dunn's paradigm. Public

officials' images 61\the press, a vital mitigating factor in Ihe.

interrelationships of saurce and reporter, will be studied. Diinn further explains

the public officials' perceptions of jobperforniance in terms of criticiSm and

praise. driticisms, Dunn Offers, are usually grounded in,public ofticials' own
4

inbtrumental orientations toward the press. They include improper hews emphasis

ahd selectian, lack of experience of statehouse reporters, lack of technical

knowledge of public officials' areas of administration and/or government,

ediegrials written by isolated editorial writers who have improper information,
: .A

and a lack of in-depth stories and comprehensivecinterpretation
of state,.

government activity. Praise does not always come in the form of the obveise of

the criticislms, he said. Praiae,includes the various "good" qualities-of

reporters such as wide range of knowledge and adaptability to sktuations, his or

her inter:est in state government, and the helpfulness Of the press in assisling

public_officials in achieving their.program goals.
6

Martin found government officials in Washington to be "satisfied" with the

performance pf the press on the whole,'but this is not the case at the state

level. State officials spend a'gOod amount of their time criticizing the press,
, .

he said.
7
Research by Dunn, in Wisconsin, and'by Morgan, in New York, support

Martin's general view.
8
News media,and source relationships are, however,

difficult to analyze because their constituent elements are not easily isolated

Aisentangled, dilumler and Gurevitch argue. The fusion of the source and

feporter occurs, they say, because 'eath,communicator is amply motivated to

'study' the other when pursuing his or her interests." 9
Sanders and Kaid have

observed that the relationship between reporters and' their political sources is'

It
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characterized by most researchers as adversary in contrast to other'possible

paradigms such as the "exchange4 model. 10

A

While they are adversary, reporter-public official relationships have been

viewed to pivot on communication patterns based on mutual dependence, Dyer and

Naymall, concluded. As this happens, each side tries to manipulate the other and

alter the'situation.
11

Dyer and Nayman concluded that Colorado reporters and

,legislators have quite similar views that reporters recognize but legislators do

not. W#h this, reporters felt "close" to legislators, but legislators did not

feel close to reporters.12 It becomes important, therefore, to study the images

public officials hold of reporters and the news media to better understand why

this closeness does not exist.

Baker and Walter, in investigating the relationship of the Wyoming state

legislature and the news media, said the jssue agendas of members of the

legislature were similar to the issue agendas of coverage of the major newspapers

'of the,state,.
13

The goal of better news media coverage is blocked by numerous obstacles.

Whitehead and Ziff no e several, including short staffing, internal splits within

the news media be-Mien print and broadcast formats, -shortages.of information from

sources, turnover among sources, turnoyer among reporters, the "ordering" of

statehouse news, dependence on set spokesmen for information, and

óversimplification of complex processes.
14

Many of these, clearly,'influence the

perceptions of sOurces by news media and perceptions of news media performance by

.sources.

Gormley has determined that coverage of state government by television and

by newspapers is hot equivalent. Newspapes, he concluded, devote a larger

proportion of news stories to state government than does television. Newapapers

also give greater prominence to stories than television. While newspaper coverage

1.
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. of state government could be better, he said,-television coverage could be m ch

better. In face, Gormley characterized television coverage as reflecting "a'

policy of 'benign neglect.'" Gormley says this finding, pluQ,he fact that

television is the nation's foremost information source, leads to public opinion

that state government is not very important.
15

It is.the distinction between electronic news media and print news media

that is.of interest here, particularly as viewed by the public Official. Meryln,

for example, found television more f7lorably,judged by legislators in Texas. He

also, determined television*wa3 perceived to be more responsible, reputable,

wholesome, important, and safe tild. legislators. Newsppers, in contrast, were

viewed to be biased and partial, but truthfuk and interesting. Merwin saidAhe

overall ratings average of television news coverage was higher than Mwspapers.

But he cautions that the two media carityt be equated because of the differences

in the way television and newspapers cover state legislative news. It might be as

simple as the fact that newspapers offer cl:nore materiai to criticize than

time-tight television newscasts.
16

Public Images of Mass Media

'Tannenbanm and McLeod studied public images of mass media inetitutions,

t

(f

determining ive dimensions of consuner perceptions. In their research, they

determined a general evaluation dimension which. related to pleasantness of the

media, its value, importance, and interest arousal, capabilities. Ethical

(.

evaluation was a second dimension, including fairness, truthfulness, bias, ,

responsibility, and accuracy. The third dimension identified was labeled

stylistic evaluation, including colorfulnes.v, excitenent, freshness, neatness,

and difficulty. Theii fourth image dimension included potency, reflecting the

power of the mass media, its boldness, and "loudness. ,The fifth dimension found
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was labeled activity, reflecting activity, tenseness, airi hots/ modern the media

were perceived to be.
17

A
.1.1

d, in their benchmark thesaurus study, Osgood, Suci,
4

and Tannenbaum fotTg-evaluation, potency, oiiented actirity, stability, tautness,

receptivity, and aggressiveness dimensions. 18
The dimension reflecting stability

seems particurirly_useful beyond those identified by Tanpenbaum and McLeod when -
---------

-`applied to mass media performance.
,

cMerwin, looking specifically at publi 1officiali' Perceptions of mass

media performance in covering a state government, identified ethics, potency,

style, appearance, and quality as important dimensions of images of legislative

coverage of home district newspapers. He also found quality, potency, accuracy,

-

attractiveness, and importance to be dimensions of images of legislative coverage

of home district teleVision. 19 Lemert, on the other hand, found just-th'ree

components of source image in a cross-cultural study. Lemert concluddd these were

-safety, dynamism, and qualification---regardless, of sources scales, cultures, "N,,,

instructions, and situations.
20

Research Questions

The primary purpose of this paper is to explore the relationships between

the news media and the public official. More specifically, this paper will

explore the relationships, of the capitol :pipis 'corps and ambers' .of ,a *tate

,

legislature. In doing so, the'fprincipal focus will be on the perceptions of

capitol press corps coverage held by members\of a state legislature.

In a general way, this paper,seeks to determine these perceptions, or°

images, held.of ehe media. To be more precise, this p'aper will look not only at

state legislators' perCeptions of news medal performance, but also.at

legislators,' perceptions of differences in print and'broadcast news media
1 4
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performance. Furthermote, it 4ill investigate state legslato1 s' perceptions ot

\differences in coverage at home district and state levels.

Thi.1 paper will attempt td provide evidence toward answers,0,these

researcW questions:

(1) What are public officials' images of'(a) newspaper-coverage in home

district, (b) radio and television coverage. in home district, (c) newspaper

fcoverake statewide, and (d) radio andAtetevisiom coverage statewide?

(2) What are the general perceptions of public officials-7state
.

.,.. i',:.

legislators-- toward news media reporting performance? %

'(3) What are the similarities and/or differences in public officials'

perceptions of print.and brdadcast news media reporting perfo'rmance?

(4)1What are the similarities and/or °differences in public officiali'

pexceptipns of home'district and ittatewide news media reporting performaoce?

Method

To answer the reseafch questions; data were collected in Asconsin', where

the state legislature,consists of a 33-member senate an& 99-member assembly.'The

size of this legislature enabled a census to be gonducted xather-than a sample ofI.
a larger body of legislators in another state. A sdbstint*l capitol press cqrps,

,also made zelection of the Madison.eite

One means of evdlusting_performance of the mass, media was developed by

Tannenbaum and McLeod, ap discussed earlier, using the semantic diffeee tial
k

scale to determine public images of mass media institutions. 21
Following their

\

work, scales were developed\to represent their five dimensions of images held
-

a group of respondents: (1) 'teneral evaluation, p) ethical evaluation,' (3)
.

stylistic evaluation, (4) ',:pote cy,,ana (5) activity. A sixth dimension,

stability, was added from Osg6d, 8uci, and Tannenbaum's eaftywork.2?
The

1 0
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sepantic pairs.used in construction of the image scale, a questionnaije, were

Suggested by Tannenbaum and McLeod, by Osgood; Suci, and Tannenbaum, Mervin, 23

and .by Lemert.
24

A scale of 35 semantic pairs was developed,'representing the-dimensions

proposed by Tannenbaum and McLeod. To detemine differences in dint and

broadcast news media images held by public officials, legislators-were asked to

evaluate perforiaance of newspapers and of radio and television using the semantic

10.
differential Icale. PurehermOre, to determine evaluations of news media

performance at the home district level and the statewide level, respondentt were

asked to evaluate perfoilnance on these level.s as well. Therefore, four

evaluations were obtained on the^questionnaire: (1) newspaper coverage in home

*district, (2) newspaper coverage in state of Wistônsin, (3) radio and television

coverage in home district, and (4) radio and television coverage in state of

Wisconsin.

Because the legislature was in recess at tHe time data collection

occurred, irtmail questionnaire containing the four sets of scales and demographic

questions wai sent to home addresses of all legislatOrs. 25 A memorandum written
:

by a leading member of the Assedbly endorsecrihe study in an attempt to enhance

response rate. Two follow-up mailings with personal lettertwere sent to

,
legislators not responding to the original mailing. Telephone calls, when

possible, were made to encourage response. And incomplete'questionnaires were

returned to respondents in hopes they would be completed.

Data were coded add analyzed using the t-test and factor analysis
I

subprograms of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Each of

four sets of image scales were factor analyzed utilizing the principlal factoring

with iteration niethod. Main diagonal elements of the correlation matrix were

replaced with communality estimates with this procedure. The factor structure
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.

restating from analysis served as the independent variables; each set of 15

variables (semantic pairs) served.as the dependent variables'in.each analysis.

BecauAe of the exploratory natZire of this stage o the research, the usual

initial factoring criterion, a 1.0 eigenvalue, was not applied. The iteration

-

maximum was 25. A varimax rotation was executed on the data.
26

Findings '

., --
. A total of 52.3 percent (n=69) Tesponaed to the questionnaire. This figure

represents 42.4 percent (n=14) of the Senate and 55.6 percent (n=55) of the

-.Assembly. Of the 14 senators responding:one questionnaire (7.1 percent) was

incomplete. Of the 55 Assembly members responding, four questionnaires (7.3

percent) were incomplete. Thus, 65 respondents were included in the'analysis

(49.2 percent).27-

Among ihe respondents, 58.5 percent were Dem4O-rata-, the mean age was 42.6

years, 86.2 percent were male, 41.5 percent represented urban constituencies and

40.0 percent represented urban-rural constitdencies, 35.4 percent had served in

the legislature for nine or.more years, 20.0 percent wire businessmen (the group

Was quite heterogeneous), and 72.3'percent had a college or a graduate degree.

Factoring produced four dif rent seta of theoretical.diwnsions of media

performance images which wi.11 be discussed separately below:

Newspaper Coverage in Home'District

Legislators perceive seven indePendent variables, of images, in evaluating,

performance of newspapers in their home districts:

(1) Stability-Stylistic Evaluation: This factor contains the largest

number of semantic pairs.(16) and accounts for 64'percent of variance. The

stability dimension seems to he strongest, with stable-unstable loading.highest

on the factor (.83191), as shown in Table 1. Balanced-unbalanced also has a

12
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-, strong loading (.79027). The stylistic dimension is created by, such pairs as

smooth-rough and colorful-coLorless.

(2) Potency/Ethical Evaluation: This factor accounts for 11.4 percent of
,

. e
variance and'contaths eight pairs. Potency dimension pairs with highest loading

are incomplete-complete (.82590), whole-partial (.66921), and strong-weak

J.63929). Ethical evaluation is represente'd by good-bad'(.74624) and fair-unfair

(.56748).

-*(3) Activity/Stylistic Evaluation: This factor accounts for 8.3 percent-of -

variance and contains five pairs. Humorous-serious (.65843) and relaxed-tense

(.65256) are highest loading pairs. Urban-rural loads negatively (-.58742),

suggesting a strong rural orientetion by newspapers.

(4) Affective: Perhaps this factor represents the affective dimension of

newspaper coverage, with three pAirs. Rash=cautious (.61297) loads highest, with

rational-intuitive' and unemotional-emotional also associated with this dimension.

(5) Currency) This factor consists of only two pairs, but eaah reflect an

image of currency. Timely-untimely (.79295) loads highest and is paired with

passive-active.
%

(6) General evaluation: This factor stands with one pair,''permissive-

probibitive'(.73892).

Television and Radio Coverage in Home District
-

.Legislators viewe television and.radio coverage in home district with

seven images, as shown in Table 2:

tl) Ethical Evaluation: This factor accounts for the largest amount of

variance, 63.8 percent; and contains 18 semantic pairs. The strongest loadings

are,ethical evaluations of television and'radio coverage--- careless-careful

(.80132), untruthful...truthful (.79372), good-bad (.76383), inaccurate-accurate -

(.76108),'fair-unfair (.72285), and others. There'seems to be a.qualitative
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element to this dimension as.well, with careless-careful and
oe
balanced-unbalanced

(.71909). .:

12) Stylistic Evaluation: This factor accounts for 13.4 percent of the

variance and contains eight pairs. It is characterized by highest loading pairs

smooth-rough (.80688) and colorfal-colorless. (.80348). There is a qualititive

element to this factor also, with attractive-unattractive (.76657) and

superior-inferior (.58889) loading on this factor.

(3) potency: Four Pairs create this image, marked by highest loading pair

incomplete-complete (.63388) and whole-partial (.59194).

(4) Activity: Only one pair in this factor, relaxed-tense, with a very

high loading (.94372), accounting for over 88 percent of the variance.

(5) Geographic Evaluation: Negatively loaded, urban-rural is the only pair

in this factor (-.64421), suggesting a.r;Irsi_prientation to the broadcast media

coverage. .

(6) Affective/Ethical Evaluation: This factor consists of two pairs,

unemotional-emotional (.65477) and biased-unbiased (.64523).

(7) Stability: A weak factor, this consists of rational-intuitive (.40584)

only.

Newspaper Coverage Statewide

Legislators perceived newspaper coverage of the legislatnre's activities

statewide in six distinct dimensions shown in Table 3:

(1) Ethical: This complex factor accounts for 75.3 percent of the yariance

with 21 pairs. Ethical evaluations include pairs such as objective-subjective

(.86017), balanced-unbalanced (.81575)1 honest-dishonest (.79879), fair-unfair

(.79033), right-wrong (.74688), and biased-unbiased.4:70223)e There is a general

evaluative dimension'to this factor as well, with several pairs from obler

,identified dimensons.

14
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(2) General Evaluation: With only 7.9 percent of the variance accounted

111

for by this factor, it' contains just four pairs and ie marked by felaxed-tense

(.70590), unpleasant-pleasant (.65552), and unfriendly-friendly (.63647).

(3) Quality: This factor accounts for li le variance (six percent) and

contains three pairs. It is characterized by careless-careful (,66291), the

strongest loading pair.

_

(4) Activity/Potency: This factor contains three pairs and suggests a link

hetween actiVity and potency images with passive-active (.67077) and strong-weak

(.66544).

(5) Stylistic Evaluation: Style images are reflected in colorful-colorless

(.70476) and humorous-serious (-.56033).

(6) Affective: This is a,single semantic pair factor,

unemotional-emotional, with a very high loading (.95917).

Television and Radio Coverage Statewide

Members of,the legisliture see television:and radio coverage on a

statewide level in seven dimensions shown in Table 4:

(1) Ethical Evaluation: This factor accounts for 66.9 percent of the

variance and contains 18 semantic pairs. Eight of the pairs suggest an ethical

image of the electronic media coverage statewide, with inaccurate-accurate loaded

highest (.85089). Also on this factor are honest-dishonest, gobd-bad,

right-wrong, fair-unfair, and sev4ral others. There seems to be a qualitative

element here also, with careless-careful (.79348) and superior-inferior (.63864)

loading on this factor.

(2) Stylistic Evaluation: This factor contains eight semantic pairs and

accounts for 12.1 percent of variance. Colorful-colorless load highest (.76362),

with mooth-rough (.70670) also indicative of style images.

15
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(3) Ethical/Quality: Tbis factor, somewhat different from ethical

evaluation above, suggests a quality element in ethics concerned with "equal"

treatment of news stories. Highest loaded pair is balanced-unbalanced (.69588).

,Also in this factor of three pairs are biased-unbiased and urban-rural.

(45 Stabiiity/Stylistic/General Evaluation: Two pairs make up this factor,

reflecting'stability (sane-insane) and style and general evaluation

(unpleasant-pleasant).

(5) Oriented Ethical Evaluation: This factor consists of only one semantic

pair, inaccurate-accUrate, which perhaps reflects a specific orientation to

ethics different to the more general orientation in the lirst factor described

above. Loa:ding of this pair is quite high (.90067).

(6) Geribral Evaluation: Permissive-prohibitive loads highest (.64117) on

this two-pair factor with uneMotional-emotional (-:50798).

(7) Potency: Only one pair, whole-partiaf creates this factor. Its loading

is we-ak (.57906).

Eigenvalues and variance accounted for on each set of factor,analyses are

provided in Table 5.

General Perceptions of News Media Performance

Means for all variables are contained in Tables 6-9. These mesn'S reveal

strona citegorical differences. First:of all, legislators do perceive significant

differences in radio 'N.Id television coverage over newspaper coverage, rating

television and radio coverage more favorably than newspaper ceyerage. This

evaluation does not seem to be influenced by the nature of coverage either, since

both geographic levels of coverage of the legislature were lower for nearly all

Adjective pair mean scores for newspapers.

A

Second, there seems to be far less distinction by legislators for

statewide or district coverage of newspapers or of radio and television.

1 6
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Legislators did perceive home district coverage more positively than statewide

coverage of the legislature, but many mean score differences were not

statistically significant at the p=0.05 level.

In Table 6, it is clear legislators perceive broadcast news media far more

favorably at both.the state and home district levels as suggested in the Texas

legislature study by Merwin.
28

There were 19 Atatistically significant

differences in mean scores in evaluating coverage of the current legislative

session for the home district of the legislator. Senators and assemblymen felt

televititn was more.interesting, courteousl,.wise, active, sensitive, smooth,

fair, strong, relaxed, accurate, whole, balanced, truthful, colorful, superior,

friendly, and timely. Only in two cases did legislators view newspapers thore

positively--- emotional and serious. Both of these were statistically

significant. While legislators viewed television and radio higher on 15 other

adjective pairs, these were not significant. Interestingly, legislators rated

both newspapers and'television-radio the sane on urban-rural.

Atirthe statewide 'level, legislators perceived broadcast media more

pdsitively on 31 adjective pairs, with nine differences statistically

significant. Four adjective pairs weee evaluated cme positively for newspapers

but none of the differences can be attributed to anyehing but chance. As shown in

Table 7, legislatori perceived television and,radio to be morescourteous, fair,

unbiased, relaxed, accurate, pleasant, truthful, objective, and friendly. In

contrast, the four adjective pairs, which were rated higher for newspapers were

slight differences that were not significant.

While there were clear differences in medium, there was not such clear'

differentiation in the perceptions of legislators over home district and

statewide reporting of their work in the statehouse. Generally, legislators

believed coverage of their home district deserved more positive overall ratings

1 7
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than did state coverage. In terms of newspaper coverage only, legislators viewed_
home district coverage more positively on 20 items and state coverage more

positively on 13 items. As shown in Table 8, two were rated the same. However,

.only four of these differences were statistically significant, indicating less

overall distinction. Interestingly, two of the items were higher home district

ratings (unemotional and-doiased) and two of the items were higher state ratings

45.

(whole and timely). The two items rated equally were rational-intuitive and

stable-unstable. ik
-

Radio and television evaluations faired about the_same as newspapers when
4

studied at the district and state levels, as showki in Table 9. Legislat4s

'believed home district coverage Was more positively executed, generally, but this

is tentative at best since4none of those 21 higher means was statistically

significant. Of the 12, means which were higher at the state level, just one was

statisticelly significant (attractive-unattractive). There were two adjective

1

pairs rated equallY (interesting-boring and superior-inferior).

Looking more closely at newspaper coverage in home district and statewide,

we see legislators perceive home district reporting was more unemotional,
4

courteous, wise, careful, sensitive, honest, serious, 'fair, pro'gressive,

unbiased, right, relaxed, accurate, pleasant, balanced, truthful, subjective,

sane, cautious, and friendly. Newspaper coverage statewide was perceived to be

more interesting, active; urban, complete, permissive, smootilv, attractive,

strong, good, whole, colorful, superior, and timely. As stated above, most

differences should be attributed to nothing more than chance.

Radio and television coverage in the lirgislator's home district was viewed

more unemotional, courteous, wise, active, careful, sensitive, honest, smooth,

fair, progressive, unbiased, right, relaxed, accurate, Whole, balanced, truthful,

stable, sane, cautious, and friendly. Radio and television coverage statewide was
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perceived to be more rational, urban, complete, permissive, serious,' attractive,

strong, good, pleasant, colorful, objective, and timely. Again, these differences,

were not sta istically significant.

Discussion

It seems legislators view the media in broad similar ways, but with sub

distinctions. Legislators in Wisconsin see the media, both print and broadcast,

in much the same images that the public in the work by Tannenbaum and McLeod

viewed the media. This s6ems appropriate, since legislatures seem to be

demographic microcosms of the state they are elected to represent. Newspapers ame

radio and television are evaluated ethically and stylistically, in terms of

' activity, stability, and potency. A dimension of currency surfaces,in evaluation,
.

.,of newspapers in home aistricts. 4

Review of Tables 6-9 shows some of the mean differences that have been

discussed above. It is important to consider a point made by Meiwin th'at may

still hold truei Merwin concluded that the nature of newspaper reporting and the

nature of television and radio reportineare so different in content depth and

format that they should be considered individual1y.29'This perspective is

( supported here in the semantic pair mean differences.

As-public officials seek to become increasingly familiar with the

objectives dnd responsibilitiestof the news media, perhaps data from studies such

as this will reflect a change during this 'decade. There has not, however, been a

substantial change in the general'images of the news mOia held by public

officials, apparently, over the past decade in comparing these findings with

Merwin and with Tannenbaum and McLeod. At this point, though, ethics remain an

important dimension of media performance in covering atate government in the eyes

of legislators,'as does media potency, style, quality, and stability. The image
A

9
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.4

of a stable media may be-a new consideratian,,as ii.does not seem an important

dimension of previous work in this area.

t , av
It may be cliche to ,say it, but this is only a preliminary analysis of

the data base and much more mill be learne4 from it'.As subsequent analysis

occbrs this spring, refinement of the factor analysis will look at other possible

ordering of semantic pairs in perhaps stronger fact8r solutions. It may alio be

valuable to loak.%-ai demographic characteristics of the legislators participating

in the studyto predict attitudes toward the news media. Differences may exist in

how members of the assembly and senate, how veteran versus freshmen members, and

other, groups view the news media. It may also be -varthwhile to investigate the

predictive value of this data in anticipati!ng attitudes toward the media by

format or geographic babe.
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TABLE 1- ,

NEWSPAPER COVERAGE IN HOME DISTRICT

. Factor/Semantic Pairs Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

ao,

Factor 5 FactoI 6 Factor 7

Stability-Stylistic Evaluation

'-'

.24390

.30592

,.30146
.16843

.28244

.23881

.21176

.21836

.48621

.18550

.36926

.29995

.50917

.14656

.14608

,.03033

.52356

.45482

.63026

.82590

.56748

.63929

.74624

.66921

-.24174
-.00509
.06118
.31424

.38975

-.18138
:2,8636

.30142

.01668

.0ft941

-.10898
-.35324

.26608

.22273

.11479

.10915
-.23799.
-.14298
.22083

.16009

.12094

.45755

.44255

.28631

.08340

.32644

.00888

.06382

.23053

-.58742
.05843

.65256

.49273

.42328

.02930

,21095

.34463

.23914

-.08871
0 -.03811

.18816

.27467

.36583

.1.6900

.20 5

-.169
.07587

-.52577
- .12187

.17063

.14837

.08072

.16261

.25748

.13373
-.06817
'.11943

.17240 li

-:01000
.12658
. 262
.18 2

.022 8

.13267

-.04395
,-.15831

.44169

.07804

.27388
-.18065.15254
.13994

.04835

.0444.

.14270

.17063

.15167

.18852
. .08420

.18689

.12591

.11390

.15128

-.19837
'.24962

- .12859.
.11308

.25333

.08310

.12983

.11415

,05265

-.01727
-.19229
.05653

.23593

.03833

.05005

.00941

-.09526
-.03315

.00=Balanced-unbalanced

.32841

.13826

-.04740
.07756
.16592

-.04933
.04657

-.13577
.07827

.09578

.31341

.01962

.14300

.16699
..11981

.23856
-.12376,

.161342

.38050

.03440

.30159

-.13573
-.02171
.10441

.131T1: i

.2 590

.0 1

08273
-.16552
.08664,

.06250

.07067

.33507

.14314

.02920
-:g157406

(.24644

22145572

-.04177

.10852

.10371

-.16932

.44381

.36514

Jnteresting-boring _.46319
Insensitive-sensitive '45824
Honest-dishonest .38733

-,Smooth-rough .66801
Attractive-unattrititive , .68733
Backwards-progressive .74567
Biased-unbiased .65493
Right-wrong .76895
Inaccurate-acc*ate .57735
Unpleasant-pleasant .79027

.76884
Colorful-colorless .65427
Superior-inferior .73020
Objective-subjective .64621
Stable-unstable ,83191.
Sane-insane . .69246
P6tency-Ethical Evaluation

Discourteous-courteous .15588
Poolish-wise .41446
Cate1ess-carefu1 .56823
Incomplete-complete .22245
Fair-unfair .50761
Strong-weak .42334
Good-bad , .51880
Whole-Part1al .26557
Activity-Stylistic Evaluation

Urban-rural .08452
Humorous-serious .02916
Relaxed-tense .24497
Untruthful-truthful .48192
Unfriendly-friendly .32189

2i
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED)

0

1

,
f

Factor/Semantic Pairs Factor 1 Factor,2 Factor 3 Factor 4
, Factor 5 . Factor 6 -Factor 7

Affective

.22996

.40648

.01474

.43845

.29988

.11544

.20641

-.15955
.19568

.12806

.04472

..11$68

.55844

31245
.61297,

-.33001
.2118

,

.00101

e
' .01095

.05699

,
4,01026

.60271

.79295'

.

.12278

-k07376
.32736

.00918

.29471

.11037

:73892

.05778

.19681

-.04664

.04735

.11797
.

'.00916

Unemotional-emotional -.04887
Rational-intuitive .24999
Rash-cautious .35858
Currency

Passive-active ( .16016
Timely-unt\imely .35894
General Evaluation

Permissive-prohibitive -.00538

Notei Factor 7 had no high loadings by variables which were not higher on another factor.-This is axe-Ordered varimax rotation factor matrix.,
, .
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TABLE 2
1

TELEVISION AND RADIO COVERA6 IN HOME DI TRICT

Factor/Semantic Pairs Factor 1 Faceor 2 ,Factor 3

Ethical Evaluation

Discourteous-courteous .49524 .20767 .10706
Foolish-wise .63916 .27618 .08924
Careless-careful .80132 .24055 .14258
Insensitive-sensitive .64362 .28696 .35649
Honest-dishonest .70331 .18970 .26620
Humorous-serious . .4494T -.32115 -.27225
Fair-unfair

' .72285 .16223 .25068
Strong-weak .53131 .49218 .43577
Good-bad , .

, .76383 .35331 .34076
Backwards-progressive .57850 .46051 .18958
Right-wrong . .69795 .38719 .10218
Inaccurate-accurate .76108 .25552 .19100
Balanced-unbalanced .71909 .21620 .41852
Untruthful-truthful .79372 .13655 .13698
Sane-insane .64817 .17011 .09565
Rash-cautious .59269 -.02.373 .04063
Unfriendly-friendly .53476 .34478 .15800
Stable-unstable .54738 .36583 .34232
Stylistic Evaluation

Passive-active .34458 .75207 .07618
Smooth-rough .16719 .80688 .10398
ttractive-unattractive

Unpleasant-pleasant
.19046
.09718

.

.76657

.51320
.16595

.27412
Colorful-colorless .07072 .80348 .14756
Superior-inferior - .41519 .58889 .47977
Timely-untimely .22002 .59683 .22752
Interesting-boring .2.8214 .7584$ .03182

Factor 4 1actor 5 F tor 6 Factor

-t

.2a100, -.18197
.03481
.08539 . 2569

. 7679 .*55 .14691
.01818 .1.590 :04381 .11034.
.11754 .3 007 .09162 -.18705

.0842 -.011)50 .16236
.12-7113

.23274
.2°067 7.0613 -.02344
.01018 .276,7 -.18805

.01146 -.03144 ,08400 , -.13168
-.05460 .06 76 .0160

.14 45 .06577 -..131=
-.02909
-.05098

;16 62 .1/145 .03879
-.08596 .29 49 .01544, .20192
.24663 -.0 474 .26229s% .04556
.20867 / 6905 .12146 '', .20910
.27723 -3/404246 .31314 %..03189
.02039 -'.\13668 -.04554 7.28,951
.26716 .16090 .03345 -.23680
.26222 -0023 .24083 .07280',
. k

.04321 .24,600 .03904 .09-72

.20600 -.01427 -.02658 -.Z::

.02098 .0700 -.04458

.19486 ..14901 -.08477-.47804
.05971 -.0424 -.13458 -.0510k,
.13467 .080/2 .07042 .01880
.07450 -.21258 .03914 -.26122
.09761 -"-Ip.0311 263 ,

.00489 .25
1

0
1



TA LE 2 (CONTINUED)

Factor/Semantic Pairs Factor 1 Factor 2 Ictor 3 Factot 4 Factor 5 factor 6 Fac or 7

Potency
Incomplete=complete
Perndssive-prohibitive
Whole-partial

Objective-subjective
Activity
Relaxed-tense

Geographic Eval
Urbam-rural

Affective-Ethi
Mumnotional-emo
Biased-unbiased
abilit

Ra o al-intuitive

tion

-.20375
.Evaluation
nal .11268

.30479

.44922 .22210

.08172 .24224

.39776 .17871
53833 .17272

.14341 .19410

.04028

-.14060
-.01645

.24754, .39777

. 3388. -.00961

.43157 .24364

.5919.4 .19889

.58957 .10326^

4,7939
. .94372

-.12092 .02937

.063q3 .06567

.01110 -.04172.

.18819 .23048

.26153 .13428 .10985

.05453 -:07500 -.08619

.15851 .15003 .27944

.03850 .01682 -.04392

-.06862 .01333 .09979

-.64421 -.02099 .00152

.04259 .65477 .25559

.04147 .64523 -.27755

-.11542 .11 96 .40548

This is a re-ordered varimax rotated facgsmatrix.

f.



TABLE 3
_

NEWSPAPER COVERAGE STATEWIDE

, .
.-0

FactorAemanticO)airs Factor.1 Factor 2
.

F ctor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6

Ethical
Interesting-boring .57774 . .17444 .24715 , .35028 .21300 -.03993Rational-intuitive

.
.59662 .20953 .46928 .18510 .04518 .03309Foolish-wise .57384 .41371 .38600 .27028 .23700 .00302Incomplete-complete .78439 .00161 .23499 .16130 -.01723 -.17669Honest-dishonest .79879 .31226 .28087 .18779 -.06005 .02273Smooth-rough ,

'.48935 .21379. .15715 .32994 .3746L -.01444VAttractive-unattrwtive .53147 .51831 -.00720 .45359 .34359 .07183Fair-unfair .79033 .38061 .19197 .01610 .12485 .23094Good-bad, .64485 %27128 .37267 .44706 .27085 .05193Backwards,-progressive .62480 .16406 .35762 .27199 .18897 :10144Biased-unbiased .70223 .33533 .23314 -.10086 .14383 .02857
.Right-wrong .74688 .31513 .16994 .29442 .14242 .06181Inaccurate-accurate .75754 .27097 .27068 .15834 .09040 .07484Whole-partial .74166 .30659 .17403 .13754 .28357 .12612Balanced-unbalanced .81575 . .35724 .16748 .06263 .11250 -.08966Untruthful-truthlul .70848 .35983 . c34646 .18819 .03872 -.03985Superior-inferior .76202 .02318 .14902 .34519 .26807 -.23177Objective-subjective .86017 .19116 .21170 .07636 - .10904 .01369Stable-unstable .59939 .48557 .15759 .42781 .15944 -.04631Sane-insane .53le0 .35235 .19459 .29302 :28798 .00888Rash-cautious .43186," .17376 .36644 -.05889 .28764 .00739General Evaluation

Permissive-prhhibitive .30842 .38209 .14104 .04125 .11435. -.31935Relaxed-tense .33347 .70590 .14887 -.04586 .21247 -.14042
Unpleasant-pleasant :26637 .65552 .40699 .27349 .20535 -.09105Unfriendly-friendly .40221 .63647 .46515 .19158 .11837 .09997

25,



TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)

Factor/Semantic Pair Factor,1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4
,

Factor 5 Factor 6

Quality

Discourteous-courteous .42480 .3817.6 .63312 ",...14059 .20068 .14343.Careless-careful .52731 .14054 .66291 :31842 .13530 .00327Insensitive-snsitive .51565 .26204. .64341 .08824 .12960 -.02134Activity-Potency
Passive-active .01863 -.01404 .00792 .67077 .09239 -.03594Strong-Weak .52981 .21959 .23022 .66544 .02560 -.05711Timely-untimely'

. .38518 .24734 .24849 .62681 .03660- -.02907Stylistic'Evaluation
Urban-rural -.25520 -.17695 .05835 .29503 -.33508 .13977Humorous-serioui , -.00195 -.13750 -.10413 -.03834 -.56033 .05166Colorful-colorless .20407 .06195 .15437 .41900 .70476 -.23699Affective

Unemotional-emotional .13630 -.08015 .10134' -.06027 -.20164 .95917

This is a re-ordered varimax rotated factor matrix.
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TABLE 4

TELEVISION AND RADIO COVERAGE STATEWIDE
*

Factorb8emintic Pairs Factoel Factor 2 Factor 4 Factor 4 3actor 5 Tactor 6 eFactOr 7

Ethical Evaluation
.Rational-intuitive .63345 .16512 :01414 -.01238 .09320 .14371 .17093Discourteous-courteous .60608 .11753 .20768 .37214 .44764 .05421 .02814Foolish-wise .70296 .34077 .12996 .31938 .08232 .19681 .11499'Careless-careful. .79348 .21421 .15985 .19058 .19934 .00016 .13117
Insensitive-sensitive .65649 .21659 .37387. .05935 .26513 -.10732 :07095Incomplete-complete .61024 .27853 .38269 .23668 .00928 .07737 .36982Honest-dishonest .81626 .08934 .22938 .34279 .20428 -.01001 -.08749 ,Fair-unfair .68060 .04033 .39427 .40402 .13563 .07255 -.11489Stroneweak .62044 .55767 .12056 .24825 -.11520 .12148 .25077Good-bad .79360 ,, .44533 .21451 .07434 .13535 .07147 .05882Right-wrong .75620 .26155 .14250 .22045 .11715 .10483 -.02385 .Inaccurate-accurate , .85089 .06077 .14248 .39378 .01688 .08602 .03873Untruthful-truthful .63173 .04175 .33274 .46083 .17467 .11253 -.08352
Superior-inferior .63864 .48012. .35380 .17080 '.09856 .03846 .16860.Objective-subjective .81249 .32745 .56417 .17813 .07172 -.01443 .05851
Stable-unstable .51345 .30492 .39645 .50633 -,.03956 .06828 .10041Rash-cautious .70481 -.03957 .13829 .11305 -:11831 .41261 -.03164
Unfriendly-friendly .55877 .09979 .42608 .22149 .29383 .12850 -.46616Stylistic Evaluation

.

Interesting-boring .30736 .66217. .09257 .33144 n.02179 .17853 .30823Passive-active .01092 .54862 .09775 -.00857 -.03429 .05275 .14901Smooth-rough .33165 .70670 .08237 -.00855 .14395 .15535 .13287
Humorous-seribus .20802 -.45420 .28962 .05009 ,08870 .04927 .09965
Attractive-unattractive'.34111 .68303 .15585 .06942 .28680 .12712 -.04365
Backwards-progressivb .52124 .54418 .22742 .24586 .07627 .24658 -.01621
Co1orful-co1or1ess .16025 .76362 .08382 .08684 .01369 -.13962. -.11211
T1mely-untimely .28009 .65290 .06561 .24511 .29017 .19388 -.09512

t.t



TABLE 4 (CONTINUED)

14

Factor/Semantic Pair Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 Factor 7

i

Ethical-Ouality !

Urban-rural -.03486 -.03678 -.57741 .04255 -.07296 -.19899 -.14100
Biased-unbiased .39840 -.09171 .60779 .15315 .03974 -.04941 -.19041

.39206 .07665 .69588 .44458 .22780 -.08787 .11665
Balanced-unbalanced
Stability-Stylistic-Genetal Evaluation .. .

Unpleasant-pleasant .35231 .27471 .09287 .73692 .26308 .20902 -.14731
Sane-insane .54090 .11252 ' .05402 p.70559 .06795 .09334 .05329Oriented Ethical Evaluation

.15923 .13366 .90067 .06169 .02567

-

Lnaccurate-accurate .15962 .08482
Genval Evaluation

-Unemotional-emotional .01934 -.44990 .03154 -.16613 .04015 -.50798 .03641
Permissive-prohibitive .38552 .13091 .23858 .12025 .23446 .64117 .12654Potenci

Whole-partial .46786 .16835 .34146 -.06242 .13516 .09357 .57906

This is a re-ordered varimax rotated factor matrix.

8
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TABLE 5

FACTOR SOLUTION EIGENVALUES AND VARIANCE

Factor Eigenvalue Percent of Variance Cumulative

Newspaper Coverage of Home District
1 15.84734 64.1

,
2 2.81278 11.4
3,4" 2.06405 8.3
4 1.34066 5.4
5 1.12259 4.5
6 .79359 3.2
7 .75221 3.0

f
Television and Radio CoverageeocHome District

64.1

, 75.4

83.8
89.2

93.8
97.0

100.0

1 15.16974 63.8 63.8
2 3.18689 13.4 77.2
3 1.55122 6,5 83.8
4 1.09804 4.6 88.4
5 1.01442 4.3 92.7
6 .95429 4.0 96.7
7 .79251 3.3 100.0

Newspaper Coverage Statewide
1 19.04752 75.3 75.3
2 2.00172

' 7.9 83.2
3 1,52298 6.0 89.2
4 1.16960 4.6 93.8
5 .79681 3.1 97.0
6 .77008 3.0 100.0

)
Television and Radio Coverage Statewide

1 - 17,20146 66.9 66.9
2 3.11145 12.1 79.0
3. 1.49625 5.8 84.8
4 1.32219 5.1 90.0
5 .94878 ' 3.7 93.7
6 .91915 3.6 97.2
7 .71092 2.8 100.0

N.&

29
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TABLE 6

MEANS OF NEWSPAPER AND RADIO-TELEVISION ADJECTIVE PAIRS
CURRENT LEGISLATIVE SESSION: HOME DISTRICT

AdjectiVe Pair Mean, Newspaper Mean Radio-
Television

t-value p-value*

Interesting-baring 4.3175 5.0159 -3.46 .001
Unemotional -ematiftal 3.9153 3.4237 2.06 .044
RatiOnal -intuitive 4.1639 4.3607 -1.04 .304
Discourteous-courteous 4.6557 5.0984 ".? -2.36 .022
Foolish-wise ,4.3167 4.7333 -2,45 .017
Passive-active 4.4333 4.9000 -2.29 .026-
Urban-rural 4.5167 4.5167 0.00 1.000
Careleds -careful 4.2903 4.5161 -1.32 .192
Insensitive-sensitive 4.1864 4.5763 -2.49 .016
Incomplete-complete 3.4839 3.8226 -1.57 .121
Permissive-prohibitive 4.0189 4.1132 -0.49 .623
Honest-dishonest 4.9032 5.0806 -10.94 .351
Smooth-rough 4.1525 4.7ll9P -3.03 .004
Humoroud -serious 3.9153 3.78 .000
Attractive-unattractive 4.4 26 4.6721 -1.33 .188Fair-unfair 4.2903 4.7581 -2.61 .011
Strong-weak 3.9500 4.5333 -2,69 .009Good-bad 4.1148 4.4918 -1.86 .068
Backwards-progressive 4.5690 4.9310 -1.97 .053
Raised-unbiased 3.7377 .4.0164 -1.19 .238
Right-wrong 4.2542 4.5085 -1.59 .117
Relaxed-tense 4.1552 4.6379 -2.98 .004
Inaccurate-accurate 4.2459 4.6393 -2.31 .025
Whole-partial 3.2623 3.7377 -2.35 .022
Unpleasanp -pleasant 4.4483 4.7759 -1.82 .074
Balanced-unbalanced 3.9048 4.2857 -2.17 .034
Untruthful-truthful 4.6721 5.0820 -2.73 .008
Colorful-colorless 4.1167 4.6000 -3.28 ,002

. Superior -inferior 3.9836 4.3443 ,2.08 .042
Objective -subjdttive 40323 4.3710 -1.72 .090
Stable-unstable 4.5345 4.5690 ' -0.22 .825
Sane-insane 4.9492. 5.0847 -1.13 .261
Rash-cautious 4;4407 4,5593 -0.62 .539
Unfriendly-Lriendly 4.5167 4.9333 -2,47 .016
Timely-untimely 4.4262 5.1803 -4.45 .000

*Two-tail probability.
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TABLE

MEANS OF NEWSPAPER AND RADIO-
CURRENT LEGISLATIVE SESSI

ELEVISION ADJECTIVE PAIRS
N: STATE OF WISCONSIN

Adjectiire Pair Mean Newspaper Mean Radio-
Television

t -value p-value*'

Interesting-boring 4.7627 5.0508 -1.35 .183
3.4035 3.1930 1.13 .265

.EmotionalAinemotional
alational -intuitive 4.2500 4.5893 -1.53 .131
Discourteous-courteous 4.2807 4.8070 -2.61 .G12
Foolish-wise 4.2456 4.5439 -1.67 .101
Passive-active 4.8421 4.8596 -0.08 .939
Urban-rural 4.5965 4.6140 -0.16 .874
Careless-careful 4.2632 4.4386 -0.87 .389
Insensitiva -sensitive 4.0351 4.2982 -1.37 .175
Incomplete-complete 4.0000 4.0536 -0.23 .818
Permissive-prohibitive 441321 4.1887 -0.50 .617
Honest-dishonest 4.6207 4.8103 -1.13 .263
Smooth-rough 4.5357 4.6607 -0.72 .478
Humorous-serious 4.1228 4.0000 0.61 .546
Strong-veak 4.3393 -4,6071 -1.37 .175
Good-bad 4.2456 4.5614 -1.68 .098
Attractive-unattractive 4.6786 4.9821 -1.80 .078
Fair-unfair 4.1786 4.6071 -2.17 .034
Backwards-progressive 4.5273 .8000 -1.51 .137
Biased-unbiased 3.2321 3.9643 -3.89 .000
Right-vrong 4.1579 4.4737 -1.76 .083
Relaxed-tense 4.1786 4.5714 -2.66 .010
Inaccurate-accurate 4.1228 4.5614 -2.34 .023
Whole-partial 3:9298 3.7193 0.79 .436
Unpleasant-pleasant 4.3091 4.8727 -3.63 .001
Balanced-unbalanced 3.9649 4,1579 -1.09 .282
Untruthful-truthful 4.4286 4.9286 -3.37 .001
Colorful-colorless 4.3393 4.6964 -1.54 .128
Superior-inferior 4.1053 4.3158 -1.02 .311
Objectie -subjective 3.9286 4.3929 -2.37 .021
Stable-unstable 4.5357 4.5000 0.22 .827
Sane-insane 4.8364 4,8545 -0.17 .868
Rash-cautious . 4.1818 4.3636 -1.30 .199
Unfriendly-friendly 4.2143 4.6964 \ ,-3.35 .001
Timely-untimely 5.1250 5.4286 -1.93 .058

*Two-tail probability.
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TABLE 8

MEANS OF HOME DISTRICT AND STATE OF WISCONSIN
CURRENT LEGISLATIVE SESSION: NEWSPAPERS

Adjective Pair Mean Home
District

Mean State
of Wisconsin

t-value p-value*

Interesting-boring 4.3443 4.7705 -1.88 .066
Unemotional -emotional 3.9492 3.3729 2.08 .042
Rational-intuitive 4.2241 4,2241 0.00 1.000
Discourteous-courteous 4.6667 4.3167 1.46 .150
Foolish-wise 4.3559 4.254.2 0,61 .545
Passive-active 4.5263 4.8070 -1.05 .298
Urban-rural 4.5500 4.6167 -0.23 .821
Careless-careful 4.3667 4.2167 0.71 ,480
Insensitive-sensitive 4.2069 4,0345. 0,89 ,378
Incomplete-complete 3.5667 3,9167 -1.44 ,156
Permissive...prohibitive 4.0000 4,1538 -0.74 .463
Honestdishonest 4.8500 4.5667 1.49 .142
Smooth-rough 4.1724 4.5172 -1,72 .091
Humorous-serious 4.5345 4.1724 1.68 .098
Attractive-unattractive 4.4828 4.6379 -0.88 .384
Fair-unfair 4.3448 4,1379 0.91 .368
Strang-weak 3.9661 4,2712 -1.32 .192
Good-bad 4.1525 4'4203 -0,32 .750
Backwards-progressive 4,5614 4.5088 0,25 .806
Biased-unbiased .7797 3.2881 2.6 g .011
Right-wrong .2542 4.1525 0.62 .536
Relaxed-tense .1724 4.1552 0.11 .917
Inaccurate-accurate 4.2787 4.1311 0.90 .370
Whole-partial 3.3390 3.8814 -2.46 .017
Unpleasant-pleasant 4.5263 4.3158 1.30 .198
Balanced-unbalanced 3.9333 3.9167 0.10, .921
Untruthful-truthful 4.6441 4.898 1.65 .104
Colorful-colorless 4.1356 4.3220 -0.90 .372
Superior-inferior 4.0172 4.1034 -0.39 .695
Objective-subjective 4.0172 3.9138 0.54 .591
Stable-unstable 4.5439 4.5439 0.00 1,000
Sane-insane 4.9138 4.7931 0.98 .33.1
Rash-cautious 4.3793 4,1897 1.16 .252
Unfriendly-friendly 4.4746 4.2373 1.08 .287
Timely-untimely 4.4237 5.0339 -2.62 .011

*Two-tail probability.
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TABLE 9

MEANS OF HOME DISTRICT AND STATE OF WISCONSIN_
CURRENT LEGISLATIVE SESSION: RADIO AND TELEVISION

Adjective Pai'r Mean Home
District

Mean State
of Wisconsin

t-value p-value

Interesting-boring 5.0517 5.0517 0.00 1.000
Unemottonal-emotion0 3.4909 3.2182 1.40 .168
Rationl -intuitive 4.4364 4.5818 -0.67 .504
Discourteous -courteoug 5.1250 4.8214 1.64 .107
Foolish-wise 4.7679 4.5157 1.54 .129
Passive -active- 4,9464 4.8571 0.57 .573
Urban -rural 4.5000 4.5893 -0.34 .733
Careless-careful 4.6429 4.4286 1.47 .147
Insensitive-sensitive 4.5536 4.2857 1.72 .092

-complete 3.8545 4.0364 -0.75 .459,Incomplete
Permissive-prohibitive 4.0962 4.2115 -0.85 .401
Honest-dishonest 5.0175 4.8070 1.39 .171
Smooth-rough 4.7273 4.6545 0.48 .632
Humorous-serious 3.9107 4.0179 -0.77 .444
Attractive-unattractive 4.6607 4.9643 -2.49 e016
Fair-unfair 4.7857 4.6250 1.05 .296
Strong74eak 4.5273 4.6182 -0.47 .642
Good-bad 4.5357 4.5714 -0.20 .839
Backwards-progressive 4.8704 .4.7963 0.53 ' .598
Baised -unbiased 4.1455 3.9636 0.88 .382
Right-wrong 4.5273 4.5091 0.15 .880
Relaxed-tense 4.6182 4.5636 0.41 .684
Inaccurate-accurate 4.6250 4,5536 0.50 .621
Whole-partial 3.7857 3.6964 0.36 .717
Unpleasant-pleasant 4.7963 4.8333 -0.23 ,.821
Balanced-unbalanced 4.3036- 4.1429 0.91 .366
Untruthtul -truthful 5.1091 4.9273 1.37 .176
Colorful-colorless 4.6364 4.7091 -0.37 .712
Superior-inferior . 4.3036 4.3036 0,,00 1.000
Objective-subjective 4.3393 4.4107 -0.43 .670
Stable-unstable .4.5636. 4.5091 0.40 .690
Sane-insane' 5.1111 4,8519 1.79 .080
Rash -cautiOue 4.4815 4,3704 0.67 .507
Unfriendly-friendly 4.8909 4.6909 1.09 .282
Timelr.untimely 5.1636 5.4182 -1.51 137'

*Two-tail probability.
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